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Abstract. Purring electronic bu.rine.u on a .round foundmion 
- model theoretically a.,· well a.1· technologi,·ally - htl.f w be 
seen as a cenrral challenge for rexean:h a.1· well a.,· for ,·om
mercial development. Thi.1· paper ,·oncentrllle.r on the di.rl'lJV
ery and 1he negotiation pha .re of concluding an agreemenr
based ori a conrm,·t. We prel·enr a methodology how to come
seamlessly from a many-10-many relationship in rhe di.,·cov

ery phase IO a one-to-one relation.,·hip in the contract riego

tiatio11 plia.,·e. Making the content of tlie conrract.i- per.ri.rtenr

is achieved by recon . .-rrucling contmct templare.,· by mean.r of 

mereologic (logic of the whole-part relation). Pos.ribly 
nested sub-srructure.r of the contract template are raken a.1· a 
basis for negoriation in a dialogical way. For the negoriation 
irself the con1rm·1 1emplotes are extended by implfra1ioru 
(logical) and sequence..- (Wpical). 

Generally speaking a 
complete business 
transaction goes 

Ccwnracl 

Negonauon 

through three differ
ent steps (e.g. (?])_ 
While going through 
these the room to 

!ScapaDI 
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I Phase I Phase 
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negotiate is more and Fig. I: Process oriented view of contro.ct 
more reducing negotiations in eBusiness ((7]) 
(Figure I). In the first 
discovery phase the product catalogues of the offerers are the 
central elements_ It is lhe aim of an electronic marketplace to 
bring possible business partners together_ These candidates go on 
to the second phase which is negotiation. This step is - if success
ful - concluded by a contract. The final phase is the execution of 
the business transaction. 

II is the aim of this paper to offer a model for describing contracts. 
that can be used in the discovery phase as well as in the negotia
tion phase. We think that the content based combination of both 
phases is of fundamental importance ror the whole 828 area. 
Dynamically finding new business partners and negotiation is 
especially important for creating virtual businesses, i.e. compa
nies existing only for the duration of a given project. Also for 
82C the aspects of "finding partners" and "negotiation" gain 
growing importance. as on the one hand the huge number of 
offers to be found in the internet cannot be surveyed any more. 
On the other hand the customer does not want to give up the 
opportunity to negotiate over things such as the price. 

The following section gives an overview of the first two phases 
from a system technical point of view. The third section intro
duces extended mereological structures (whole-part-relation) for 
formulating the space of offers and demands set up by possible 
variants. Section 4 discusses the matching problem during initia
tion, which is the discovery and the negotiation phase put 
together. The following section continues the negotiation process 
by introducing two kinds or dialogues (meta dialogue and content 
dialogue)_ Before concluding this paper a brief XML grammar 
for formulating fle11.ible contract offers and requests is provided. 

2 An Overview of Discovery and Negotiation 

As mentioned before the presented approach is particularly to 
suppon the first two phases of eBusiness. Still two different com
munication patterns are necessary: the discovery phase including 
its final mediation step is best organized by publish/subscribe. 

The following negotiation phase is by far belier done in the 
requesllre.rponse manner_ From the point of view of the theory of 
reasoning three different levels, rhetoric:, IDpic: and logic, may be 
mapped to the single phase. 

1 Introduction 

The interest in electronic business has been a central topic in 
computer sciences for years, but ii was the economic sciences 
that brought ii to the core of computer sciences. Several kinds of 
eBusiness can be distinguished. Business-lo-Consumer (B2C) 
concentrates on rebuilding classical trading with end customers 
in an electronic way_ The most prominent example for this kind 
of business is the online bookshop Amazon (http://www-anta
zon.com). Most of the lime fully configured goods are dealt with 
in this case, e.g_ books or CDs. The only freedom of choice that 
is left 10 the customer is to press or not to press the "buy!" button 
in the web browser to accept the displayed offer or not. A special 
case or 82C is when the customer is the public authorities which 
is usually called business-to-administration (82A). The most 
interesting category of eBusiness for our research is when com
panies are dealing with each other (82B - business-to-business). 
This kind of trading is much more complex. because configurable 
goods or contract components have lo be dealt with. E.g. the price 
depends on the ordered quantity, or one can think of different 
options. Even though researching Lhe B28 area has been done 
thoroughly, the existing approaches are still far from being per
fect. 

The worst point to be recognized is that at lhe moment the main 
effort is put on executing the business process. Discovery and 
negotiation are most of the time neglected (e.g. [BD- Negotiating 
the terms of business cooperation is usually still done outside the 
eBusiness system in some kind of a master policy_ In the end only 
ex.ecution is done electronically, e.g. ordering according to previ
ously made up rules. Contract negotiation - if necessary al all - 
is reduced to filling in parameters of the prearranged master pol
icy. 
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Fig. 2: Transi1ions in Conlracl NegoLialion 

2.1 Transitions In Contract Negotlallon 

II is the main goal of marketplaces to bring together producers 

with potemial consumers ror the sake of concluding a contract. 
Therefore all panicipants have to pronounce what they expec1 
from one another or what lhey have 10 offer by presenting a con-

1ract schema. As an electronic representation one can think of dig
i1al versions of lost-and-found adverts as known from newspapers. 
Bui finding a ma1ching pair of offer and requesl is rather difficull 
because of 1he uns1ruc1ured nature of 1hese advens and because of 
1he huge number of offers that have 10 be checked. Therefore a 
s1ric1 sel of struclural rules for describing offers and reques1s 
(section 3) as well as an appropriate system technical suppon is 
necessary 10 deal with complex and configurable goods or serv
ices. Furthermore we suggesl to apply 1wo differem technologies 
10 come on 1he one hand from pure structural content description 
in the discovery phase to dialogue based cement manipula1ion in 
lhe nego1ia1ion phase on the other hand (figure 2). So the questions 

are how 10 find a matching business panner and how to seamlessly 
proceed from the first 10 the second phase. 

2.2 'Publish/Subscribe' and 'Requesl/Response' 

For 1he first phase, which is discovery, the communication and 
processing paradigm publi.sh/.s11b.scribe is 1he best choice. In con
tras! 10 classical point-lo-point communica1ion based on req11e.stl 
response the subscriber (i.e. the interested pany which might 
become 1he customer later on) pronounces his desires and is after 
1ha1 provided with matching offers by 1he media1ing broker. The 
principle of publish/subscribe can for example be found in soft
ware engineering as the obser11er pattern ([2]), in message based 
communication in d1stribu1ed systems (e.g. Ja11a Message Ser11-
ice.s, [9], Oracle Advanced Q11e11ing, [3]) or in subscription service 
applications ([5]). 

Each offerer reaches many subscribers by a certain topic which 
leads in general 10 11 many-10-many relationship. Afler completing 
1he discovery phase this system reduces to possibly several one-10-
one rela1ionships (point-10-point) with 1he functional transport 
roles of senderlrecei11er according to 1he dialogue based roles of 
request/response. 

Online shops or auctions as known today (e.g. ebay, 
www.ebay.com) can only be seen as "hair' publish/subscribe sys
tems: offers within an auclion system for example can be under
stood as publicD.tions. but the interested party has no possibility 10 

ins1all a subscrip1ion. He usually has 10 go through the different 
offers manually which is called browsing. 

Participan1s in publish/subscribe are always decoupled by a bro
ker/mediator which on the one hand receives subscriptions 
(requests) and on the 01her hand publications (offers). The broker 
then has to find the matching pairs and forward the best looking 
offers to the appropriate subscribers. Matching and rorwarding 
can be done in a subjec1 based or a conrenl based manner. In the 
.s11bject ba.sed approach incoming publications are classified and 
distributed over a sel or subjects (also known as c/1cnne/.s). Sub
scriptions then refer to Lhese channels. The more sophis1ica1ed 
co111en1 based approach allows the subscriber to rormulate pre
cisely his desires as a set of predicates that has 10 be applied Lo 
every incoming publication. Only those publica1ions that fulfil 1he 
conditions or the given predicates are forwarded lo the imeres1ed 
party. Arter successfully matching an interes1ed party with an 
appropria1e offerer the broker retires and the may-be-panners can 
prcx:eed lo the negotiation phase according to 1he request/response 
paradigm. 

3 Structures of Offers and Requests 

For both. ma1ching offers with requests as well as for proceeding 
Lo 1he actual contrac1 negotiation phase, offerers have to rormulate 
their catalogue describing the single products or services they pro
vide. In the same way the requester also has to amcula1e his 
desires in an understandable and automatically processable way. 
Both descriptions have to be published to the marketplace system 
which embodies the broker of Lhe loosely coupled publish/sub
scribe model. The problem is that for automatic processing and 
comparing offers and requests have to be specified according 10 a 
strict schema: on 1he other hand it is uncomfonable especially for 
the customer, if he has 10 go through myriads of details he perhaps 
has no idea or. For both parties Lhe approach described here 
applies mereological structures (whole-part-relationship). Using 
this method especially configurable goods and services can be 
described in full detail. However it is also possible to describe 
non-configurable goods like books or CDs or rather "vague·· 
requests by accordingly simpler structures. The following subsec
tions apply mereologic both 10 the offerer side as well as to the 
requester side. Funhermore pure mereologic is extended by intro
ducing material implication. Two major assumptions have 10 be 
noticed: 

• Contract schemas are co11jig11rable. i.e. they can be manipu
lated and edited by lhe possible parmers in a dialogue based
way.

• The Closed World Ass11mp1io11 holds. i.e. the pa:i:ners reside in
a closed sys1em. to which nothing can be added during nego11-
a1ion. A special dialogue is necessary for e,uending the
schema or 1he contract.

3.1 Offers and Requests as Mereologlcal Structures 

As an example ror modelling offers and requests as mereological 
structures the configura1ion or a personal computer is chosen. The 
example should be rather familiar and offers enough complex.ity 10 
clarify the ideas of our paper. A producer specifies commercial 
data (prices, quantities, e1c.) as well as detailed technical informa
tion (type of CPU, memory, special equipment. etc.) by formulat
ing a configurable contract schema. This schema is easily recon
structible by means of mereologic. 
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Fig. J: Connectors for the Composition of Contracts 

The building blocks of contract schemas are piece's of text (pt) 
symbolically represented by rectangles as seen in figure 3. They 
contain arbitrary content (e.g. text, pictures, multimedia files, ... ) 
that are not further structured; these pieces of text are to be seen as 
terminal symbols. Single pieces of text can be combined by con
nectors (figure 3): conjunc1ions C (A) and alternatives A (exclu
sive or, V). 

Alternatives can be further distinguished into mandatory and 
optional alrematives. For reconstructing an optional alternative, 
i.e. special equipment, an empty piece of text is necessary, the null
schema Null. In figure 4a the alternative A1 is an example for a
mandatory alternative while A2 depicts an optional one. Arrows 
leading to the connectors express the whole-part-relationship. 
Thus pt,, •.. , ptn present sub schemas. The technical part of il11 offer 
by a PC vendor could look like that in figure 4a. 

An offer is represented by a conjunction holding together the sin
gle parts of the offer like a bracket. A product catalogue again is a 
set of several offers. Depending on the marketplace the catalogue 
can be modelled as an alternative of single conjunctions (=offers) 
or as lhe conjunction of several optional alternatives each of which 
allows the interested party lo take several offers into consideration 
at the same time (figure 5). For the following discussion this dif
ference is of no importance and we restrict ourselves to a single 
offer, i.e. a conjunction. 

Similar 10 an offerer's catalogue consumers can specify their 
requests in the same kind of structure. Especially the concept of 
alternatives and "leaving out" certain parts of the contract are well 
suited to express the rather vague ideas a customer frequently has. 
So in figure 4b an example of a (future) customer's request is pre
sented in a very simple, unspecific way. In that case the consumer 
is looking for a PC containing a specific graphics card and a CPU 
with a frequency of 800MHz. II is obvious that the offer schema 
in figure 4a suits this request. 

K 1 : PC "Lightning" (ofter) 
pl 1 : memory 
pt2: graphics card 
A,: alternative frequency 

pt3: rrequency > SOOMH 
pt4: frequency < SOOMH 

�: alternative cooler 
pt5: active cooler 
Null: no additional cooler 

a. Oller of a configuration schema lor a PC

J\ 
b. Specification or a request ror a PC

K' 1 : PC (customer's request) 
pt' 1:graphics card type XV 
pl'2: rrequency =- 800MHz 

Fig. 4: Example of Part of a Contract Schema: Offer and Request 

a. Catalogue as an alternative or 
single offers c, , ... , Cn 

b. Catalogue as conjunction or
optional offers C 1 , ••• , Cn 

Fig. S: Mereological Reconstruction of a Product Catalogue 

3.2 Extension by Implication 

With the mereological structures introduced so far nearly every 
possible case - be it simple or complex - can be represented. 
Though one can think of certain situations when this reconstruc
tion does not go far enough or is a little awkward. It is easily pos
sible lo extend the structures given so far by more sophisticated 
mechanisms for reasons of convenience. Still these handy shon
cuts can again be replaced by - sometimes rather complex - com
binations of conjunctions and alternatives. One interesting exam
ple for these extensions is the implication which will be covered 
in detail in this subsection. further ideas are structures for defining 
default configurations in case the customer has no special require
ments (e.g. certain juridical or delivery conditions). 

It is quite probable that the terminal pieces or text might depend 
on one another. This is the case of a material implicatio11, wriuen 
'a--< b'. Here a is called antecedence and b is called co1isf'q11e111:e. 
·--< · is not an order relation but a --< b holds if the logical combi
nation by subjunction (-+) is true, i.e.' a-+ b' is true. In the sense
of constructive logic ((6)) an ordered sequence comes up, as first
the antecedence has to be deall with successfully before the con
sequence can be taken care of 1 . II is interesting to notice that 
implications induce a logical sequence. When negotiating it does 
not make sense to talk about the consequence if the preconditions
are not clear.

It is easy to understand that in the 
previously introduced structures 
implications are only reasonable 
over two alternatives, more specif
ically over two direct successors of 
the two alternatives. An implica
tion between all other arbitrary ele
ments has to be prohibited because 
it cannot be ensured if the neces
sary possibility of choice is given. 

Fig. 6: Structural Extension 
by lmplicalion 

To present implications graphically the notation so far is extended 
according 10 figure 6. Here pt3 -< pt5 holds, i.e. if in alternative A1 
the piece pt3 is chosen the alternative A2 is reduced to pt5 which 
means that pt5 is compulsory then. In our example 1ha1 means: If

the customer decides to buy a CPU with more than 500MHz he has 
lo buy an additional cooler for technical reasons, Similar examples 
can be thought of when configuring cars, e.g. a diesel engine 
makes necessary an extra healing system. 

I. Classical logic does not know the ordered sequence. II replaces 'a -t b'

by '--,av b' which is c:quivalenl 'b v -,a'. 
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Fig. 7: Resolving 1he lmplica1ion shown in ligure 6 

4 Initiation of Contract Negotiations 

The cemral goal or a marketplace applying the principle or pub
iish/subscribe is bringing 1oge1her offerers and requestors. For an 
electronic marketplace system the question arises how lo accom
plish this in an automatic fashion. We will deal with that question 
of how 10 match offer schemas and request schemas in the follow
ing subsections. 

4.1 Slmllarlty or Simple Mereologlcal Slruclures 

A marketplace on the one hand manages a set or offers on the other 
hand a set or requests or possible consumers. As in our case both 
offers and requests are e11.pressed by means or mereological struc
tures. 1he ma1ching has 10 be performed by a structure based and a 
content based comparison. For the first thoughts on this matching 
process the concept or implication will be neglected. 

A 1es1 on equality or structure and of the terminal elements has 10 
be rejected because this approach does not take care of the basic 
idea of the mereological structure allowing a huge space of vari
ams by using alternatives. Instead a tesl on some kind of similarity 
is needed to check if a given request is element of the space of var
iants constructed by the offer schemas. This relaxa1ion from exact 
equality has 10 be supponcd by a configurable similarity relation 
allowing the issuer or the schema to specify to which degree he is 
ready to move away From his requirements. On the structural level 
this can be achieved by defining some parts of the schema as bind
ing and some as optional. An ahema1ive is 10 specify a threshold 
for similarity. 

On the content level an order relation has to be defined for numer
ical values (e.g. frequency <: 500 MHz): for tex1ual values (e.g. 
graphics card) everything from e11.act matching Lo the application 
or regular expressions or dictionaries/thesauri is possible. What
ever technique is applied, offer and request must not differ in 
essential pans. What is "essential" has to be specified in advance 
as part of the schema. 

4.2 Resolving lmpllcallons 

Berore advancing to 1he actual nego1ia1ion phase the marketplace 
system is able 10 runher adjust offer and request to one another by 
resolving material implications as far as possible. This resolution 
is introduced by example in figure 6, but is possible in general. 
The implication pt3 ...:: p15 means: if the piece of text pt3 is chosen,
then 1he piece of lell.l p15 has to be chosen in A2. Under this condi
tion the three cases depicted in ligure 7a result; in mereological 
structures these cases correspond lo the graphs shown in figure 7b. 
The original conjunction C1 will therefore be n:placed by a new 

a. Implication over two al1ernalives b. Resolution by inlroducing C1 and A
Fig. 8: Conversion or Implication - General Case 

ahemalive A allowing 10 choose between every valid combina1ion 
or A1 and A2. In that graph C i is exactly that conjunction that holds 
when the implication I (ligure 6) has 10 be applied. The other 
branches represent the remaining cases (the combination (p14, 

NULL) can obviously be simplified). 

The conversion of an implication into a se1 or basic mereological 
structures can in general be achieved in such a way that enctly 
one ahemative and one conjunction has 10 be added to the original 
graph. This process is shown in figure 8: in pan a or the figure an 
implication I over two altemalives Aa and Ab is given; pan b 
presents the resolved equivalent presentation. The basic idea is 10 
remove the piece or 1ex1 a, the antecedence or I, From the original 
conjunction C. so that the implication cannot get ac1iva1ed. The 
newly in1roduced conjunction C1 has to take care or the case when 
a is chosen: according 10 I !hen lhe consequence b has Lo be ta.ken. 
Finally the original conjunction C has 10 be combined with C1 

introducing the new alternative A as lop node. Obviously resolving 
the implication in this general case requires two conditional con
junctions. shaded in grey in figure 8. 

Inducing implications 1ha1 way allows the marke1place sys1em 10 
runher specify the offer of interesl. Some ahema1ives or the offer 
schema can already be decided by applying 1he cus1omer's 
requeslS: In our running e,c.ample the request pl'2 (frequency = 
800MHz) fulfils the antecedence or the implication I. i.e. pt3 (fre
quency> 500MHz). Thus the alternative A2 or the offer can auto
matically be resolved to p15 (additional active cooler) which yields 
lhe specialized offer displayed in figure 9. II is more specific in 
1ha1 sense that it meets offer and request or ellactly lhe 1wo 
involved partners. 

tr the specification or the offer is provided outside the eBusiness 
system (i.e. offiine) it can happen that the customer requests an 
incompatible combination or pieces of Lexi (e.g. a high frequency 
CPU without the necessary cooler). In 1ha1 case the resolved. spe
cialized offer is contradictory to the request and a special solution 
has to be found. 

Fig. 9: Specialized offer afler 
Resolving the lmplica1ion 

A possible strategy is Lo 
transmit the resolved oITer 
lo the customer and 10 make 
clear that his request is apri
ori impossible. Bui this kind 
or connict can be avoided in 
advance by delivering a 
suitable 100110 the reques1or 
that is aware of e!l1s11ng 
implica1ions and resolves 
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them while the consumer is constructing the request, i.e. if the 
antecedence of an implication is found the appropriate conse
quence is automatically added lo the schema (online). 

By producing the specialized schema of the offer the end of the 
discovery phase - and thus of the marketplace - is reached 
(figure 1) and offerer and requester now have lo proceed to the 
direct negotiation phase which is treated in the next section_ 

5 Reallzatlon of Contract Negotiations 

While the discovery phase is best supported by the principle of 
publish/subscribe as described in section 2.2, the actual negotia
tion phase can only be realized by the more direct reques1/ 
respo11se pauem in a reasonable fashion. The requesl primitive on 
the one hand initiates a dialogue and thus creates a context; on the 
other hand the response primitive represents an answer lo a 
request and thus takes over a supplied context. The central idea of 
our approach is besides the structured presentation of request and 
offer schemas (section 3), the structural organization of the actual 
negotiation process. When proceeding to the negotiation phase the 
participants are granted the roles of the buyer (berore requeslor, 
interested party) respectively the vendor (offerer, producer). 
Figure 10 shows a dialogue between these parties on C1 
(figure 4a). For demonstration reasons we go back to the original 
offer (including the alternatives) as shown in figure 4. 

5.1 Delermlnlng lhe Order of Negollatlon 

Vendor Buyar 

'• tima 

When talking about the 
schema of negotiation 
dialogues determining 
the order of negotiation 
is of central interest. 
Though sequences are 
treated as a formal 
schematic problem, the 

Fig. 10: Meta Dialogue for Fixing 
the Order of Negotiation 

contents (the materials) depend on the schema. Therefore it is only 
natural -similar to the distinction between the logical and the top
ical level -that two different categories of sequences exist. On the 
one hand the remaining alternatives have 10 be decided and the 
pieces of lell.t have to be negotiated. Processing these elements is 
done in so called conlenr dialogues_ But before vendor and buyer 
can treat these componen.ts they have to agree on the sequence in 
which they want to conduct these content dialogues. This 
sequence is specified in a so-called mela dialogue, i.e. in a dia
logue about the actual dialogue on the topical level. 

In topical contexts the question arises in which methodically rea
sonable sequence the single elements can be presented to support 
a quick undemanding - similar lo teaching and learning situa
tions. In some cases proceeding from general to detail (top down) 
is preferable; in other situations the bottom up approach is more 
promising; another situation can only be solved in an ad hoc rash
ion. Therefore the possibility to initiate a meta dialogue is highly 
desirable, so the participants can agree if a;b or b;a is to be 
applied. The character ';' represents the order relation (renexive, 
transitive, anti symmetrical) for the single steps. E.g. in a customer 
dominated market a unique meta rule exists: "In case of a connicl 
the customer has the right lo decide on the further sequence." In 
different kinds of market models - e.g. a monopolistic market of 

Vendor 

-- -

- - -

Buyar 

f 

} 

contenl dialogues 
an pl, und Pia 
C-h buyer and .. ,_, 
1lanll t,y 111a,, altars rasp 
·""'•-•I)

011n1am dialague an A1 

(agraamam an Pio) 

} mnhlnl dialogue on Aa 

llmll 
Fig. 11: Contem Dialogue on c 1 

offers -there may be other meta rules. Thus market models set the 
topical meta rules_ 

Let us assume that the vendor in our running example accepts the 
order pl1 ;pt2;A1 ;A2 suggested by the customer without objection 
in a single level dialogue (figure 10). A repetition of the request is 
to be understood as a positive answer. 

The importance of talking a.bout the agenda is not to be underesti
mated. By doing this the participating parties are enabled to let the 
appropriate specialist execute the negotiation process depending 
on the part of the contract, e.g. the juridical or the technical pan. 

5.2 Ellmlnatlon of Allernatlves 

It is the main goal of the content dialogues to eliminate the remain
ing alternatives. Buyer and vendor take turns in the dialogue. A 
final contract can only be achieved if both participants come to 
mutual agreement on every tenninal element (i.e. a piece of 1ext). 
If for any reason one party does not agree on this part of an earlier 
offer or request any longer, the failure of the contract is unavoida
ble. According to the sequence defined in the meta dialogue for C1 
(Pl1:Pl2;A,;Az) the dialogues on Pl1 and pt2 are rather simple 
(figure 11 ). 

When negotiating the alternative Ar in figure 11 the vendor sug
gests pt3 what is objected by the buyer (response(-.pt:i)). By sug
gesting pt4 the vendor finally succeeds in reaching an agreement 
on this alternative. The dialogue on A2 is done the same way. 

It is important 10 notice that fulfilling material implications is an 
essential precondition for any content dialogues: first of all the 
content of the antecedence of the implication has to be seuled 
before according to the rules of dialogical logic ([6]) the conse
quence can be debated on. 

6 Mapping Contract Schemas to XML 

The mereological reconstruction of offers, catalogues and request 
presented in section 3 can be modelled in a natural way using the 
Extensible Markup Language (XML, [4]). In the following the 
major part of a simple Document Template Definition (DTD) is 
sketched allowing to formulate the offers like that depicted in 
figure 4: 

<!ELEIIENT •i■cllOfT■xt ANY> 

C!ATTLIST PiacBOfTax� 

ll1111111 

id 

C'DATA 

ID 

IIMPLIBD 
IREQUIRBD> 
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c' ELl!KENT llllllBc- EMPTY> 
<'ATTLIST N\.lllSchama 

CDATA 
id ID 

I IMPLIED 
111.EOUIRED> 

< 1 ELEKENT A1�•na.a�iva 
((Piace0fText(AlcernaclvalCanjunctlan1Null5chamal, 
IPiacaDfTaxtlAltarnacLv•ICanjunctianl+I> 

<!ATTLIST Al�•�na�iva 
Nil.Illa CDATA I IMPLIED> 

<!ELEMENT caaj1111CCian 
((PiacaOfTaxtlAlternacivalCanjunctian), 
(PiecaOfTaxtlAlcarnativalCanjw,ctian)+I> 

c1ATTLIST Canjunction 
N&11111 CDATA 

<!ELEMENT J:mpllaaclan EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST Implication 

N...,. CDATA 

IIMPLIED> 

IIMPLIED 
Ancac■denc■ lDREF IRBQUIRED 
Cansaquanca IDRU' IRBQUIIUSD> 

The single elemenls are written in bold fonl for readability and 
contain several auributes. PleceOIText elements have in addition 10 
1he optional standard attribute name a mandatory one called id 
which is required for constructing implications. Al least lwo ele
ments have to go into alternatives and conjunctions: further, alter
natives may include up to one NuUSchema. Implications are real
ized by 1wo attributes, Antecedence and Consequence, referring 10 
the IDs of pieces of 1ex1. Offers and requests specified according 
10 this grammar can on the one hand be used as the object of the 
information phase and on the other hand by extension by 
sequences and implications for the actual negotiation process. E.g. 
the space of possible PC configurations shown in figure 4a is 
defined by Lhe following piece or XML code: 

cconjunccion Nilffll!l•·PC air■r·> 
cPiece0fTexc Nama••Mamory• 1da•ptl•/> 
<PivcaOfTexc Nama•"Graphic■ Card• id■"pt2'/> 
<Alternative N1111111•"Alt■rnaciva fraqueney"> 

cPi■ce0fText Name••fraquancy >500MH�• id••pc]•/> 
cPiece0fTe�c Name••fraquencv <SOOKHz' ld•'pt4'/> 

c/Altarnaciva> 
<Al�ernaciva Nama•·Alcernativa cooler•> 

cPi■ce0fTexc Name■"■cciva coalar• id�•pc5"/> 
<NullSchema ida"nl"/> 

</Alternative> 
</Conjunccian> 
<Implication 

Ancecadanca•·pcl• 
Conaaquenc■�·pc�•t> 

11 is interesting 10 notice that this grammar is capable of expressing 
con1rac1 schemas 1ha1 are far more complex. E.g. an arbitrary 
depth of nested conjunctions, alternatives or material implications 
is possible. Thus the meta schema presented here allows to model 
highly nexible and configurable con1rac1 schemas. 

7 Related Work 

Due 10 the limited space we can only brieny mention a few olher 
approaches in this area. The b35is for all electronic business cer
tainly is the electronic data interchange formal (EDI, [ 121). EDI 
sets up rules for ronnatting business messages bul is too expensive 
for small and medium enterprises. By the advent or XML several 
successors of EDI are entering the scene. On the one hand speci
fications are under development for formulating product cata
logues (e.g. BMEcat { 13 )), opposed by frameworks concentrating 
on the business worknow (e.g. ebXML (I I] or BizTalk [101). 

8 Summary and Concluslon 

EBusiness is becoming more and more popular. Therefore ii is or 
central importance 10 formalize the involved processes as far as 
possible 10 enable electronic suppon or in the best case au1omatic 

processing. The main aspects in lhal context are the specific:uion 
of oITers and requests as well as negotiating based on these struc
tures for finally achieving a contract. For B2B as well as for B2C 
electronic business must be more than just pressing a '"buy!"' but
ton in a webbrowser for buying a "primitive" good: bu110 achieve 
more. i.e. lo deal with complex, configurable goods or services ,  a 
strict formal methodology is needed. We especially concentrate on 
the two phases or discovery and nego1ia1ion because these two are 
more difficult because of the wish for privacy but also because of 
the huge amount of offers provided by the internet and because 
these phases have been rather neglected so far. 

II is the goal or the discovery phase 10 tesl a request against possi
bly all offers on similarity. Ir successful the remaining degrees or 
choice ean in many cases be reduced by adapting offer and request 
lo one another. To express the space of offers respectively requests 
we suggest 10 reconstruct both by applying mereological struc
tures. thus allowing 10 use lhe same structural concep1 for both 
phases. Although from the processing poinl or view these phases 
have to be treated differently: discovery can be done in a natural 
way by the principle of p11blislvs11bscribe being well suited 10 han
dle the general many-to-many relationship be1ween offerers and 
requestors. Furthermore the task or finding matching couples can 
be realized within the intermediating broker for reducing to a one-
10-one relationship. From this point on a direct dialogue between
the possible business partners is necessary, accomplished by fol
lowing the req11estlresponu pallem and laking place on two dif
ferent levels: in the meta dialogue both participants agree on the
sequence of the actual debate on the real conmicl. which is done
step by step within the co111en1 dialos11e. For both phases this
paper presents a universal XML grammar that can be easily
adapted to the needs of special vertical domains.
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